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Abstract
This study surveys the state of search on open geospatial data portals. We seek to understand 1)
what users are able to control when searching for geospatial data, 2) how these portals process and
interpret a user’s query, and 3) if and how user query reformulations alter search results. We find
that most users initiate a search using a text input and several pre-created facets (such as a filter
for tags or format). Some portals supply a map-view of data or topic explorers. To process and
interpret queries, most portals use a vertical full-text search engine like Apache Solr to query data
from a content-management system like CKAN. When processing queries, most portals initially filter
results and then rank the remaining results using a common keyword frequency relevance metric
(e.g., TF-IDF). Some portals use query expansion. We identify and discuss several recurring usability
constraints across portals. For example, users are typically only given text lists to interact with
search results. Furthermore, ranking is rarely extended beyond syntactic comparison of keyword
similarity. We discuss several avenues for improving search for geospatial data including alternative
interfaces and query processing pipelines.
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1

Introduction

It is hard to overemphasize the value of open geospatial portals. In less than a decade, a new
generation of Digital Earth [10] has unfolded as thousands of municipalities and other data
stewards have created online open geospatial portals, turning voluminous isolated geospatial
data into provisioned public resources. Every day, these data are used by citizens to learn
about their community services and researchers to study their environments [26]. Some open
geospatial portals, herein referred to as portals, are small, serving specific datasets from niche
domains like soil science (e.g., TERENO), while others are broad, serving as aggregation
platforms for datasets across many levels of government (e.g., Data.gov).
1
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While portals have been widely adopted, there is a need for more research to evaluate the
state of spatially-enabled search across portals that curate scientific, library, and governmental
data. Furthermore, there is a need to bring these communities of practice into conversation
so that best practices from each can be shared.
In this paper, we review the state of search on open geospatial portals. We focus on
how the design of search has developed across communities of practice for the curation of
geospatial research data, civic data, and library data. To the best of our knowledge, there has
not been a comprehensive examination of portal search functionality across user communities.
This is problematic because these portals collect and disseminate geospatial data that is vital
to governance and research. The geographic information science community needs to know
what search functionality already exists to better inform future developments of geospatial
search and geographic information retrieval (GIR).
This work specifically examines what a user can control while searching and how a portal
processes and interprets user queries. We focus on search facets and ranking functions. As
described by [16], we use the term facet to broadly mean a search control that allows a user
to further specify a query. Facets let users filter out search results, add criteria for including
specific search results, sort results, and sometimes navigate results in a specific way. A
ranking function orders results by their relevance to a query. For example, a function could
use TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency), a common numerical statistic
comparing keyword frequencies between a query and a set of potential search results. By
investigating these two components—facets and ranking functions—we can identify gaps in
functionality and search effectiveness. Therefore, our research question is what is the state of
faceted search and ranking functions in open geospatial portals?
To answer this question, we survey several dozen open portals including Data.gov,
DataONE, UCSB’s Alexandria Digital Library2 , and ArcGIS Hub 3 , and examine the frontend and back-end functionality of their search engines. We first survey search facets and
record user search controls, interaction modalities, presentation of results, and navigation.
Second, we attempt to record how a portal processes and interprets a user query. Specifically,
we record how corresponding data are deemed relevant and ranked. This step proves to
be a formidable challenge since many portals do not publicly document how they process
and reason on queries. Third, we conduct a qualitative sensitivity analysis of search. We
construct several search scenarios, execute corresponding queries, and compare the search
results both between portals and after reformulating queries.
In Section 2 we discuss previous work to survey portals and measure their functionality.
We then describe our procedure for surveying portals in Section 3. Section 4 is a discussion
of our results, including a summary of user search facets, ranking functions, alternative query
results, and insights on noteworthy portals. We conclude with a discussion of shortcomings
in the functionality of current portals and possible avenues for improving portal effectiveness.

2

Background

Portals curate, organize, and disseminate data for public consumption, often through public
web applications[36]. In our work, we study portals on the web4 that leverage an ecosystem
of web services for storing, querying, rendering, mapping, and executing functions (like
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geocoding) against geospatial data [23]. In many cases, these portals are an extension of
enterprise geographic information systems (e.g., ArcGIS Online) or are integral components
of governmental Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs) (e.g., INSPIRE).
Many portals strive to uphold FAIR and open data5 principles: effective and efficient
data findability, accessibility, interoperability, and reusability [34, 36]. FAIR principles mark
a significant turn for data curation, as they make it possible to evaluate data quality (e.g.,
fitness for use) across application domains [8]. These principles also influence how effectively a
user can search for data. Despite the kind of curatorial “best practices” that FAIR principles
suggest, user experiences within portals still vary quite a bit. Simple search interactions
across different portals show that search differs noticeably. For example, a search experience
for scientific research data is very different from a search for library holdings; there is still
relatively little agreement on a similar set of “best practices” for spatial search [3]. Each of
these communities has developed distinct metadata standards (e.g., Ecological Metadata
Language6 in the bioinformatics community), adopted different data curation platforms (e.g.,
DataONE7 ), and anticipated different user needs (e.g., search by taxon facets are in the
bioinformatics community). Furthermore, it remains unclear how the spatial dimension of
search should interact with other search dimensions, like time and theme, to ensure that a
user can search for data effectively.
Search on a portal generally proceeds as follows: through a user interface (UI) a user
executes a query, the portal processes and interprets the query (often using a service to
georeference a query), and then the system returns relevant resources from a back-end content
management system (CMS) or a database management system (DBMS) that houses indexed
geospatial data and metadata. The user can then explore the results and either download
a resource or reformulate their query to change results. On the back-end of a portal, a
processing algorithm is used to rank results. This algorithm, which the ranking function is a
part of, influences both UI design and how the system interprets a query. For example, a
processing pipeline may follow precreated and hand-tuned rules for filtering query results
(based on corresponding UI facets a user adjusts on a portal’s interface). There may be other
processing steps that a user cannot control (such as text normalization).
Modern portals are the primary outlet for search and discovery of geospatial data. Before
portals, geospatial data were collected and curated separately by individual organizations.
Both governments and GIS companies realized that they needed a better way to make
geospatial data discoverable, usable, and interoperable [32, 13]. As web services for sharing
data rose, the GIS industry became interested in using them as a medium for bringing both
GIS and geospatial data to a larger audience. These services were the first way to get data
to the public, but data quality was low and interoperability proved challenging to achieve.
The digital earth and SDI movements allowed governments and organizations to centralize
and build a technical infrastructure for managing geospatial data [24]. One such example is
the U.S. Federal Geographic Data (FGDC) National Spatial Data Infrastructure8 .
The desire to leverage citizen-generated data moved SDIs in a new direction [14, 35].
Portals complemented SDIs, allowing for publication and aggregation of disparate geospatial
data [9, 27, 35]. This made portals a popular and accessible form of a distributed GIS [30]
yet publishing geospatial content remained technically difficult. Portal architecture began to
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evolved to adopt search capabilities. Today, portals disseminate and allow users to explore
geospatial data. Some are “mashups” built on services such as Google Search or Google
Maps for geocoding and OpenStreetMap for visualizing search results [12, 9].
Recent surveys of government-run open data portals across Australia [31] and the U.S. [33]
noted that a large portion of portal growth is driven by governments who seek transparency
and want to engage citizens in government initiatives. In Australia, for example, dozens of
small and large government portals are successful, because they continually publish datasets,
refine and clarify open data policies [7], and increase visibility through citizen engagement
events like government-sponsored hackathons. Although these surveys are informative,
their authors suggest that their survey methods are preliminary. Portal adoption across
government, research, and libraries has been rapid in the last few years, so general measures
for portal functionality, quality, and effectiveness are still in their infancy. Viewport-based
GIR systems have been proposed to support comparison based on the semantic similarity of
their features; however, such systems do not yet support realistic information needs [4].
Most current geospatial search challenges and opportunities are described in [29] including
novel opportunities like personalized search and interpreting local intent [1], intelligent ranking
algorithms based on machine-learned feature combinations [18], and challenges like cataloging
cross-disciplinary geospatial search needs or bolstering theory-driven geoparsing methods.
Some insights into how portals process and interpret user queries are available from the
perspective of portal developers. Search and discovery scenarios in the library community are
well illustrated by GeoBlacklight developers [15] and the Alexandria Digital Research Library
Project [11]. Advances from the research data community are illustrated by the adoption
of standards, such as FAIR data principles [34] and by the examination of challenges in
developing domain repositories [25]. Lastly, the adoption of civic data portals across multiple
levels of government in the U.S. and E.U. [36] and ArcGIS Online as an open data platform
[20] illustrate how user data needs are anticipated and handled.

3

Survey Methods

In this work, we seek to understand three things about portals: 1) what facets a user can
control that affect search results, 2) how a portal processes and interprets a user’s query (for
ranking results), and 3) if and how reformulating a query changes search results. By answering
these questions, we gain an understanding of the current capabilities and limitations when a
user searches on a portal.
We specifically surveyed 1) search facets, 2) interaction modalities (e.g., maps and text
list views), 3) adherence to FAIR principles, and 4) ranking functions (e.g., BM-25, TF-IDF).
Note that our methodology uses an individual search and judgement process run solely by
the authors. For example, relevance judgements for search results and the adherence to
FAIR principles were qualitative judgements. However, the interpretation of FAIR principles
remains largely subjective and open to interpretation; to address this, FAIR metrics [34]
including rubrics for tools, datasets, and repositories9 are currently under development. The
metrics that are being developed for repositories focus mainly on licensing, protocols, and
resource description. Following this, we gave a portal a satisfactory rating for adherence to
FAIR principles if its datasets followed at least three of the four main principles–findable,
accessible, interoperable, resuable. We gave a portal a higher rating if its datasets followed
all four principles, metadata were well documented, and the portal supported to its users,
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such as through blog posts on how to use and manipulate dataset metadata. Due to time
constraints, we were not able to gather subjects and pool a larger set of judgements. However,
in future work we plan to conduct A/B testing between a control and modified search system
during which we will gather more judgements from test subjects.
To start, we created a list of sample portals to survey. We hand selected our sample from
across three main communities that curate open geospatial portals: 1) civic data portals,
2) scientific research portals, and 3) library portals. These were drawn from four online
sources that curate a list of portals, GIS data sources, and GIS learning resources (e.g.,
Awesome-GIS10 , Awesome-Geospatial11 ). We briefly visited and tested all of the portals on
these curated lists and narrowed our list to 35 sample portals. In the remainder of this paper,
we will discuss the results from nine unique and diverse portals.
A portal was considered for our list if it: 1) hosts 50 or more open geospatial datasets, 2)
has datasets published within the past six months, and 3) provides a way for users to search
for datasets. We wanted to achieve broad diversity in our sample. Therefore, we ended up
surveying 35 portals that differ in purpose, topic, geographic coverage, or curating body. Two
examples of purpose are citizen engagement and academic data reuse. Examples of curating
bodies include governments and municipalities, libraries, non-government organizations, and
academic institutions. Portals in our list needed to serve georeferenced datasets in formats
like .geojson, .shp, .TIFF, or .netCDF (so that can be used in traditional GIS or spatial
analysis tasks). For this reason, we intentionally did not survey gazetteers and point of
interest (POI) search tools like the World Historic Gazetteer12 , Frankenplace13 , or Yelp14 .
For each portal in our list, we initially took a “follow-your-nose” approach to surveying.
This means that when we arrived at the root of a site, we would read the home page and begin
exploring by clicking on prominent links. We then reviewed any available documentation for
users and developers. Documentation is also useful for understanding how curators articulate
the purpose and suggested usage of a portal. When available, we also read open data policies,
search and interface user guides, and technology and metadata descriptions.
We then tested a portal’s search interface. We first navigated to the root search page
(which sometimes was on the portal’s home page). Once there, we recorded all the options
that a user could control, which included the mode of interaction (e.g., map-based, list-based),
navigation (e.g., number of pages, page hierarchy), and search facets (e.g., text search box,
filters, map controls, sorting).
Next, we documented portal ranking functions to the extent possible. This was difficult
because many systems use proprietary and/or closed-source search engines that do not disclose
their ranking functions. Some portals have an application programming interface (API), to
bypass the UI and access dataset metadata directly. In some cases, API documentation gave
insights into how a query is parameterized and how results are ranked. In other cases, we
were able to read documentation from portals that use open-source CMSs, such as CKAN,
and a few portals gave us access to internal documentation on their ranking functions.
Our last step was to see how effective and sensitive search is on these portals. The
purpose of this step was to 1) try and bolster our understanding of how non-disclosed ranking
functions work, and 2) test how sensitive ranking functions are to changes in a user’s query.
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To do this we, selected nine portals from our list on which to execute queries (listed in Table
1). Once we were familiar with their search pages and what specific datasets were available,
we developed several search scenarios.
Table 1 Descriptive characteristics of a subset of surveyed portals. For each portal, we recorded
the number of public datasets/cataloged items, the temporal range of datasets (starting from either
the application time or the creation time), and the coverage (geographic and community focus).
Portal
DataONE
Data.gov
ArcGIS Hub
USGS
ADRL
Tereno
INSPIRE
NASA
Heritage Gateway

Datasets
820k +
250k +
178k +
100k +
33k +
1000 +
6500 +
6600 +
60+ sources

Time
1800 - present
mid-1800s - present
1700s - present
2000 - present
1860 - 2018
1995 - present
1900 - present
1587 - present
prehistoric - present

Coverage
global (environmental science)
U.S. (none, authoritative)
global (none, semi-authoritative)
U.S. (none, authoritative)
California, misc. (library data)
Germany (environmental science)
Western Europe (none, authoritative)
global (Earth observations)
England (structures and landmarks)

These scenarios were modified from three personas of application end users that are
described in the GeoBlacklight concept design15 ; for a better understanding of our search
scenarios, we refer readers to their descriptions [15]. These personas include a professor
of History, a Ph.D. candidate in Environmental Science, and an undergraduate sophomore
studying urban planning. Each persona has a motivation, scenario, and expectations of a
portal. Although they are exclusively academic, they vary enough to realistically resemble
search scenarios from other personas. Based on our interpretation of the persona descriptions,
we created a specific search task and respective query to simulate that persona initiating a
search. An example of a search scenario is as follows. History professor Brian Diaz needs
data about historical and modern churches in Scotland. He does not have a lot of time
and he likes using text search, but would also be happy narrowing results using a map. He
searches two portals, Heritage Gateway and the INSPIRE Geoportal. He executes and refines
the text of several queries without any additional facet adjustments. Example refinements
include “churches”, “modern churches”, and “modern churches edinburgh”. When he cannot
find relevant results, he tries modifying his queries (using reformulation techniques outlined
in Table 2).
After the scenarios were created, we executed an initial query for each, recording the
resulting datasets and the number of datasets we considered to be relevant to our search
needs. We then iteratively reformulated the query 12 times, and re-recorded the results and
portion of the results that we considered to be relevant. We repeated this process for each
scenario on each portal with three different initial queries. Table 2 shows the types of query
reformulations we used, which were gathered from [19, 21, 22].

4

Results

Some portals are small and have few datasets. For example, TERENO serves soil and
geochemical datasets from a few environmental research observatories in Germany. Some
portals are curated by small municipalities such as Mono County, California, U.S. Others are
15
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Table 2 Types of query reformulations executed during search scenarios. Reformulation types
adapted from definitions found in [19, 22, 21].
Query
“modern churches”
“churches”
“modern churches”
“modern churches”
“modern churches”
“edinburgh”
“edinburg”
“edinburgh”
“churches”
“churches edinburgh”
“food Scotland”

Reformulation
“churches”
“modern churches”
“modern temples”
“churches modern”
“catholic cemeteries”
“glasglow”
“edinburgh”
“edinburgh tx”
“churches edinburgh”
“churches”
“food Europe”

Type
generalization
specialization
word substitution
repeat
new
geo-modification
geo-correction
geo-disambiguation
place insertion
place deletion
granularity change

Purpose
broaden
narrow
change meaning
reformat
change meaning
intent modification
correct spelling
placename disambiguation
narrow geographically
broaden
broaden or narrow

large with sophisticated search tools and have many datasets. For example, ArcGIS Hub
serves many datasets of widely varying topics and global coverage. We strived for diversity
and wanted to ensure that we were not just sampling popular portals. Furthermore, we
believed that smaller portals may have more specific user controls since they likely wouldn’t
have to manage a large amount of diverse datasets. Several smaller portals included those run
by The Nature Conservancy16 , Lithuania’s federal government17 , and Cyprus’s Department
of Land and Survey18 .
As mentioned in Section 3, we sampled 35 portals from the lists and will now discuss nine
in particular. These nine were chosen because they capture the diversity of all portals sampled.
Table 1 includes descriptive characteristics of these nine portals including number of public
datasets/cataloged items, the temporal range of datasets (starting from either the application
time or the creation time), the geographic coverage, and the focus community/theme. Table
3 describes search facets and our understanding of the ranking functions on these portals. We
show that the nine portals mostly show results in list form. first and all include lists. Some
show results in map form first. We believe that all portals could improve in their employment
of the FAIR principles. DataONE employed FAIR principles the best because they document
the ways in which they promote FAIR use such as through webinars. The following subsections
describe search facets, ranking functions, and results from query reformulations in more
detail.

4.1

Front-End: User Search Controls

On almost all sample portals surveyed, users have the same core set of facets when searching.
First, users are given an omnibox for entering free text. A user enters a text query using
keywords or natural language. Second, users are given at least two pre-configured facets to
refine their text search. Facets are typically located in a sidebar and are check box, radio
button, or range slider toggles. A common selection facet is tag, which lets users select a
descriptor tag that has been associated with a dataset. Approximately half of the portals
surveyed have an advanced search feature with an extended interface. Typically, this lets
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Table 3 Search characteristics of a subset of surveyed portals. For each portal, we recorded the
ease of navigation, the interaction modalities (e.g., list-based, map-based, visualization-based), the
types of search facets (e.g., filters, result sorts), ranking functions, and degree of employment of
FAIR principles.
Portal
DataONE

Facets
filters: [data attribute; annotation; data files; member node;
creator; year; identifier; taxon; location],
sort by: [most recent; identifier; title; author]

Modality

FAIR princples

Ranking Function

map + list

very good

- BM-25
- query expansion

Data.gov

filters: [topics; topic categories; dataset type; tags; format;
organization type; organizations; publishers; bureaus; location],
sort by: [relevance; time/date; popular; date added]

list

good

- TF-IDF

ArcGIS Hub

filters: [capabilities; source; content; type; tags],
sort by: [relevance; most recent; trending; name]

list

good

- BM-25
- Query expansion

USGS

filters: [map controls; file format; extent; topic sub-category]

map

satisfactory

- TF-IDF

ADRL

filters: [search by all fields, title, subject, or accession number;
format; collection; contributor; topic; place; genre; date;
academic department; library location; rights],
sort by: [relevance, year created, creator]

list

satisfactory

- TF-IDF

TERENO

filters: [“what?” by topic, keywords, sensor type, parameter;
“where?” by metadata fields, catalog, regions, map extent;
“when?” by date range]

map + list

satisfactory

- TF-IDF

INSPIRE

text search: Select country then search by dataset title,
filters: [country; spatial scope; theme]

list

satisfactory

- TF-IDF

NASA

map options: [region, time, hand-drawn region],
filters: [features; keywords; platforms; instruments;
organizations; projects; processing levels; granule data format],
sort by: [relevance; usage; end date]

list + map

satisfactory

- TF-IDF

Heritage
Gateway

filters: [“where?” by search geocoder;
“what?” by thesaurus of building, object, or evidence type;
“who?” by associated person, architect;
“when?” by date range, period; “resource?” by parent organization]

list or map

satisfactory

- TF-IDF

users specify additional filters based on less popular metadata. Third, once a user executes a
query and the results are presented as a list, users are given a option for sorting the results.
For example, the user can sort by relevance (discussed in Section 4.2), by the date that
datasets were created/modified, or alphabetically by dataset title. Note that we did not
extensively survey individual results or additional result pages, only the first page result list
after a query was executed.
UI complexity and navigation varied substantially. Approximately half of the portals
have an omnibox for text search or icons for pre-created search topics on their home page.
The other half of portals lead users to search through a button or link with a label like “find
data”. Approximately one fourth of the portals surveyed initially present results as a map or
a map with a list. Users can then navigate the results geographically and further refine by
clicking on a specific result, or a region that was labeled with the number of results located
in that region.

4.2

Back-End: Query Processing and Interpretation

As previously mentioned, it is difficult to determine exactly how a portal processes and
interprets a query (and determine which potential search results are relevant) without knowing
their ranking algorithm. Fortunately, many portals are built using an open source CMS that
use open-source search engines. Many portals in our survey, especially government portals,
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used one of three CMSs for all or part of their back-end processing: CKAN, Socrata, or
ArcGIS Hub (or ArcGIS OpenData). Previous surveys [31] suggest that investing in open
data portals is typically expensive and labor intensive, so it’s reasonable to assume that such
systems are appealing for hosting and/or serving data. Other geographic data CMSs, such
as GeoBlacklight or Samvera, are only popular within specific communities.
Facets are almost always used to forumate a query before execution. However, typically
portal UIs include facets on search result pages so that users can refine their queries.
Calculating relevance is at the heart of a ranking function. Typically, a relevance score for a
potential search result is a composite value calculated by combining one or more weighted
criteria. Most portals appear to use the TF-IDF algorithm for scoring potential search
results. This ranking algorithm works by comparing keyword frequency between a query and
one or more text attributes (such as title, abstract, and tags) of indexed datasets. Several
portals, such as ArcGIS Hub, use hand-tuned boosting in their ranking functions to increase
the importance of certain criteria (like keyword frequency in a dataset’s tags). At least a
quarter of the portals surveyed use a CMS (such as CKAN) that leverages Apache Lucene or
Apache Solr as their search engine with no noticeable customization beyond the default search
ranking function (i.e., using the bag-of-words model and TF-IDF). For example, searching on
Data.gov, on the back-end, a user’s query is most likely tokenized, sanitized, normalized, and
converted compare with potential search results (which also represented as bags of words).
ArcGIS Hub uses Elasticsearch19 as a search engine and the BM-25 ranking algorithm. For
the portals where we were able to see the private ranking function including ArcGIS Hub
and Heritage Gateway, keyword frequency match is the most important weight for raking
potential search results. We found that recency and popularity (e.g., download frequency)
are occasionally used in calculating the score (upward of 25 percent of a score). DataONE
and ArcGIS Hub, use query expansion to include results with relevant taxa and synonyms.
For example, searching “robbery” on an ArcGIS Hub site will give similar but more granular
thematic results such as “crime.”
Open geospatial portals are unique from other open data portals due to their handling
of space and space’s relation to theme and time. This is a difficult task and the subfield of
GIR is dedicated to effectively serving relevant geospatial information. A technique at the
heart of GIR is georeferencing a textual query. This means disambiguating and resolving
geographic references, often toponyms, properly interpreting spatial relations, and inferring
the geographic intent of the query. In the most basic application, this means interpreting
<theme><spatial relation><location> such as “churches in Poznań Poland” [28, 29]. We did
not find any portal that interprets a query this way, although we believe that they do exist.
At best, portals attempt to properly interpret the intent of thematic terms through techniques
like query expansion. A spatial relation such as “near” is usually ignored or assumed to
mean containment. Surprisingly, location appears to be ignored during query processing or
specified separately in the UI the omnibox input. For example, several portals (DataONE,
Heritage Gateway) let users specify a location by typing in toponyms in a separate text box,
which is then geocoded and matched with pre-created regions.

4.3

Effects on Results from Query Reformulations

As stated in Section 3, we ran three search scenarios on our nine focus portals. Overall,
the results were mostly what we expected. Most portals surveyed did not indicate a
ranking function that leverages techniques beyond the bag-of-words model and TF-IDF
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statistic. We determined this because repeat, reformulations had no effect but generalizations,
specializations and word substitutions did. DataONE is an exception because the query “coral
disease” yielded more results and more relevant results than “disease coral”. In most cases,
generalization resulted in more results and and about half the time more relevant results.
All portals sampled were sensitive to generalization, specialization, and word substitution
reformulations. Once again, this makes sense because most portals are keyword sensitive, so
including or removing keywords tended to make a large difference.
In all of the portals surveyed, making geo-modifications, geo-corrections, or geo-disambiguations during a query reformulation did not have noticeable effects on query results. For
example, a geo-disambiguation from “edinburgh” to “edinburgh tx” usually reduced the
number of results likely because more keywords were included, not because a geography was
disambiguated and constrained. A geo-correction from “edinburg” to “edinburgh” increased
results. Changing spatial granularity didn’t appear to be any different from word substitution
except in a few portals like ArcGIS Hub. With access to documentation on Hub’s query
processing, we know that Hub leverages a process for comparing locations with different
spatial granularities. For example, results for “scotland” were more frequent than results for
“edinburgh” and not simply because of increased keyword frequency.

4.4

Noteworthy Examples

Search functionality on several portals was unique enough to merit distinction. These portals
used novel techniques to make searching easier or more specific. The first portal is Heritage
Gateway, which is a historic building and landmark portal for England. On their portal,
users interact with search almost entirely through a map. Once users execute a query, results
are displayed as symbolized points on a map. Users can then click on individual features to
read more about them in a pop-up window or download them. The portal’s advanced search
lets users refine a text query with where, what, when, and who filter criteria. Figure 1 shows
a portion of the XML schema for query processing with specific ways users can set criteria
(e.g., specifying where using a reference system like gridref, osgridref, latitude, longitude, etc).
A second notable portal is DataONE. DataONE’s UI is shown in in Figure 2. The search
interface is primarily map-based with a sidebar for entering text queries and numerous filters.
As users pan with the map, search results and facets automatically update to reflect only
what datasets are visible. DataONE uniquely disseminates data via RSS, GeoRSS, and other
data casting feeds. In 2020, DataONE may start a collaboration with RDMLA20 for guiding
data management and curation best practices that has the potential to support curation
efforts in other scientific repositories and libraries.

4.5

Suggested Improvements

As the results show, most portals treat search similarly. On the front end, most portals
implement an omnibox for text input and facets to balance user control with effort. On the
back end, most portals use a bag-of-words model to represent queries and potential search
results, and match them based on keyword frequency. Generic portals also appear to be
similarly designed. However, we argue that the uniqueness of geospatial content merits more
sophisticated search facets and ranking functions than those that are currently used.
We recommend that most portals transition to primarily map or other visualization
modalities (like topic explorers), instead of lists and text boxes. For example, interfaces could
orient around self-organizing topic maps [20] or geographic maps. Most interfaces that we
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Figure 1 A portion of an XML schema for user query criteria on the Heritage Gateway portal.
A text query can be refined by any number of top level criteria on the left including where, what,
when, who, other, uids, or query-uid. Each criteria can be further specified such as year-from under
the when criteria which is a custom date, or grade which is one of nine predetermined building
grades such as I,II,III, DC, or NG.

surveyed currently offer minimal help tools. Therefore, offering users comprehensive guides
or wizards for navigating search interfaces could simplify the search process. One idea would
be to display a dataset in a map-based interface and then, using a wizard, ask users what
aspects they would like to change in order to find other datasets. Regarding search facets,
we believe that most portals include too many search filters instead of dedicating resources
to improving natural language query interpretation. Effectively balancing functionality and
usability is difficult, and unfortunately most web search interfaces fail at this [2].
In terms of developing explicitly spatial ranking and relevance metrics, we saw few
examples of portals that did this. One suggestion is to build upon the multidimensional
ranking scheme proposed by Sharma and Beard [5] that use space, time, and theme as
dimensions. The spatial component of a result would be weighed based on topological
relations; the temporal component would be weighed based on Allen intervals; and multiple
thematic components would be selected by user in the form of “glyphs”. Any score boosting
for a dimension should be based on the portal’s needs. This solution brings the three key
dimensions of spatial information [6] to bear in developing ranking and relevance metrics for
spatial data.
There is a clear need for finer grained spatial and thematic processing and interpretation.
Few portals compare individual data values to a text query. Those that do only do so when
a user specifies advanced search features. However, these features are typically relegated to
comparing dataset metadata to a query, not individual data values within a dataset. In other
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Figure 2 The search interface on DataONE. After executing a text query, users can filter results
using criteria including data attribute, year, and taxon. The list of results changes when filters are
applied or when a user pans the map and/or selects a gridded region of interest.

words, systems should extract numeric values and ordinal values (like “most” or “nearest”)
from a query and compare them with potential search results using at a minimum hand-tuned
rules. These improvements parallel a Semantic Web goal of returning specific data points for
a query, not just datasets [17].

5

Conclusion

In this work we have taken a critical look at the current state of search on open geospatial
portals. We surveyed the front end of systems and focused on search facets, a type of control
users have while searching. We then surveyed how the back ends of systems process and
interpret queries, and how they rank relevant results. To corroborate our understanding
about the back-end of these systems and test how effective searching is, we executed several
search scenarios. In these scenarios we iteratively reformulated queries against nine specific
portals. We found that most portals leverage an omnibox for raw text search and filters to
refine them. We also found that most portals use a syntactic-based keyword frequency model
for representing queries and potential search results (found in most basic search architectures).
As expected, after most query reformulations, changes in results were simple and aligned
with what we would expect from this model. We then described distinctive characteristics
of nine unique portals and further detailed two notable portals and why they stood out as
models for geospatial search.
Open geospatial data portals, which are growing in popularity as resources for accessing
geospatial data, have an opportunity to be forefront models of advanced GIR and geospatial
computing. However, based on the current state of search facets and ranking, there are
several substantial improvements needed to make portals easier to use, easier to navigate,
and adhere better to FAIR principles. Optimally, in addition to search, portals would more
effectively enable serendipitous discovery.
There are several notable limitations to this work. First, we were not able to quantitatively
assess the effectiveness of each portal surveyed. In future work, we plan to create effectiveness
criteria based on explicit relevance feedback. Also, since many portals use proprietary search
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engines, we were not able to explicitly see how their ranking functions work. However, the
intention of this work is to survey, frame, and motivate a quantitative analysis of user search
behavior. In future work, we plan to use query logs from the ArcGIS Hub platform to
model search behavior. Through those efforts, we hope to see if and how search success and
abandonment patterns relate to the limitations of the portals surveyed herein.
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